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RiveOut  
Extraction tool for RivePipe  

    
Easy extraction Safe  Fast extraction ECO-Friendly 

 

 

 

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
 THE RIGHT TOOL 

 
 

 
  Weight 2,62 kg   

  Range of 

application 

Ø19,5mm – Ø35mm   

Thanks to RiveOut, we are able to close the 
circle of use of the RivePipe, an innovate 
solution that is specially designed to perform 
the removal without damaging the concrete 
wall 
 
By removing the RivePipe, the potential risks 
that can be caused by leaks between the joint 
of a conventional PVC pipe and the concrete 
are eliminated. 
 
The result is a clean, plastic-free, uniform and 
smooth hole in the wall. Rive Out can be used 
in all projects with RivePipe. 

    INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE 

RiveOut is the specially designed removal tool to quickly, easily and effortlessly remove the RivePipe from the 

concrete in a few seconds without damaging the wall. 

   
1. Once the wall has been 

stripped, the RiveOut is 

inserted into the RivePipe 

2. With help of the RiveOut, 

the RivePipe is removed 

from both sides of the 

wall 

3. Both parts of the RivePipe 

are stored for later reuse 

 


